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ON THE 70th ANNIVERSARY OF 
THE 

BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION
by Dr. Herbert Aptheker

The demands of the Bolshevik Revolution for 
Peace, Bread, Land meant a new quality of democracy. 
It meant a freedom not of what may not be done by 
government but what may be done and must be done. It 
meant a freedom made real by workers and peasants, by 
those who, as they create value, also are the genuine 
creators of history. Those who can create a society truly 
of, by and for the People, the latter including all — the 
impoverished, the neglected, the insulted, the victims of 
racism and of colonialism. It meant undoing the subjec
tion of women, nurturing human beings as nature was 
nurtured, conquering the secrets of nature, but not 
ravishing it.

It meant denying the exploiters’ myths of inferior 
peoples, of chosen peoples, of an elite allegedly destined 
to rule.

It meant affirming the possibility of progress and 
denying the widom of resignation. It taught the need and 
propriety of resistance, and demonstrated that the collec
tive was the way towards individual and social fulfill
ment.

It projected and made possible the age-old goals of 
peace, good living conditions, satisfying work, creative 
pursuits, happy people. It seriously projected a world 
free of socially-induced disease, insult, injury, fear and 
insecurity; a world no longer cursed with crime, with 
preventable diseases, premature death, the waste of tal
ent, illiteracy, unemployment, homelessness. .It insisted 
that wars resulted not from the devil’s will or an alleged 
innate aggressiveness of humans, but rather from 
socially-induced hatreds, socially-incited hostilities for 
purposes of averting internal challenges, gaining new 
positions of power and accumulating additional vast 
treasure houses of wealth.

The Bolshevik Revolution was itself a trial by fire 
and endured through many such trials —• civil war, 
intervention, blockade. And it endured the penalties of 
being first, of breaking new ground without precedents 
— and doing this while being surrounded by hostile 
states.

Then, the ultimate threat of fascism — fascism 
created and fed by monopolists who detested socialism. 
Finally, despite heroic efforts which postponed the com
ing of war and made possible better preparations, world 
war came. There came the assault of Hitlerism upon the 
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USSR, a Hitlerism with all continental Europe chained 
to it. And simultaneously, the USSR was menaced by 
militarist-imperialism on the East.

The fire did not consume, it tempered. The struggle 
for a united front and collective security, while not 
victorious in thwarting the growth of fascism and its 
conquest of Europe and its assault upon the Soviet 
Union, did slow that down, did give added time for 
ideological and physical preparation. It did create a 
background of anti-fascism.

Thus was forged the coalition that fought World 
War II; that coalition did destroy fascism on the West 
and military-imperialism on the East. Basic to that coali
tion was the main target of the forces making war, 
namely, the USSR. Its immortal resistance, its heroic 
fight-back, broke the back of fascism and thrilled the 
peoples of the world. Those people assisted the struggle 
as they could and they c profoundly admired the decisive 
and superb performance of the armed forces and the 
peoples of the Soviet Union.

The Bolshevik Revolution, its maintenance and the 
successful outcome of the Second World War remade 
the World decisively and positively.

The “alternative" of fascism was — at least for 
some time — dealt a devastating, if not fatal, setback. 
The fascist goal of destroying socialism failed, and the 
prestige of the victorious social system reached new 
heights. Tens of millions of people, having been bet
rayed by monarchs, nobility, landlords and 
monopolists, chose the path of socialism. Soon the 
USSR no longer was ringed by hostile States but rather 
by fraternal ones; all shortly gathered themselves to
gether into political and economic alliances of great 
power.

Simultaneously, the system of colonialism and its 
ideological prop, racism, were dealt near-mortal blows, 
so that one after another of the formerly nationally op
pressed peoples broke their political — and sometimes 
their economic — chains. This was true not only of this 
or that nation; it was true of entire continents. Most 
dramatically is this reflected in the growth of the United 
Nations from a score of nations into well over one 
hundred and from an entity originally dominated by 
imperialist powers into an entity wherein nothing meets 
greater hostility than precisely racism and colonialism.

No qualitative transformation of the scope and in
tensity of that marking the post World War II world 
could continue in a straight path without set- backs and 
road blocks and false starts and erroneous turns. And of 
course, the monopolist powers had not changed their 
natures; only their relative power had been altered. They
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A World of Women . . .
A Congress for Peace

By Ruth Selman
Imagine 150 American women representing every 

state in the Union. Imagine Asian-American, Afro- 
American, White, Latino and Native American women 
bridging every strata of economic life and including a 
major sampling of occupations and professions. Imagine 
women of every age — students of occupations and 
professions. Imagine women of every age — students to 
retired grandmothers and even great grandmothers. And 
then finally imagine them all being ushered through the 
gates of the legendary Kremlin walls and into the mas
sive Hall of Congresses where they are suddenly 
dwarfed by a mighty crowd of 3,000 other women from 
every part of the inhabited globe, many in their stunning 
traditional garb, their voices blending in a chorus of 
many languages and regional dialects — and you have a 
picture of the Opening Session of the World Congress of 
Women held June 22-27 in Moscow.

What brought all these women together, many 
traveling thousands of miles as did our American delega
tion fora stay of only one week? What unifying interest 
aside from their universal sisterhood could bring to
gether so many divergent cultures, problems and needs?

Formyself. traveling as a writer, as a representative 
of Educators for Social Responsibility and as one of two 
delegates from the Greenwich Village Coalition Against 
Nuclear Arms, it was the major slogan of the congress 
that drew me there: TOWARD THE YEAR 2000 
WITHOUT NUCLEAR WEAPONS . . . FOR PEACE, 
EQUALITY, DEVELOPMENT! Before this June, I had 
never heard of the Women’s International Democratic 
Federation (WIDF), the umbrella organization that or
ganized and hosted the Congress. It was breathtaking to 
discover that such an organization existed, one that 
embraced al the women of the world: the long-suffering 
Argentinean grandmothers and mothers — madres de 
Plaza de Mayo, American women working to preserve 
abortion rights, the struggling Native American women, 
the determined militant women of South Africa embat
tled against apartheid, the black church women fighting 
for their children’s survival in the ghetto’s of the U.S., 
the women of Nicaragua, Spain and Mozambique, the 
women of the bloody Middle East, the women survivors 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The Federation embraces 
them all, but especially those of the third world who are 
in the vanguard of battles against oppression, illiteracy, 
poverty, disease. All of these women were represented

Jewish Affairs

set their goal to undo the post-war revolutionary trans
formation with counter-revolutionary machinations.

Hence, the coming of the Cold War, the effort to 
retain colonialism, to camouflage it with neo
colonialism, to undertake small and not so small wars 
(those in Korea and Vietnam had casualties mounting 
into the millions). Withal, was instituted a fantastically 
costly armaments program and a frantic search for the 
ultimate weapon which, if only monopolized, would 
make possible the salvation of reaction.

Here appeared the central and critical tasks of the 
post-war era: to continue the momentum of national 
liberation, to preserve and strengthen democratic and 
socialist forces and also to achieve the goal of disarma
ment and of a world free of war.

In these vital tasks of the post-war era — as in the 
era — as in the era between the two world wars — it fell 
to the pioneer land of Socialism to lead the struggle. 
Again the USSR did not fail in its awesome responsibil
ity.

Again, suffering the penalty of being first and of 
leading this effort after enduring colossal losses, natu
rally mistakes, aberrations, and worse, occurred. No 
doubt such failings would have occurred even if all the 
inhabitants of the Soviet Union were angels, operating in 
a friendly world; alas, the inhabitants were mortals 
operating in a world with much of it still dominated by 
fanatically hostile rulers.

Withal, world war did not occur, anti-colonial and 
democratic impulses were not ultimately thwarted. Now 
has appeared the time and the opportunity for a supreme 
effort to ensure global peace, to terminate the arms race, 
to eliminate the horrendous weapons capable of limitless 
annihilation.

Presently appeared the opportunity and the neces
sity for refreshing the system of socialism — now in its 
mature stage’ to cleanse it of drawbacks, anachronisms, 
obstacles. Now with the inspiring opportunity of a globe 
at peace, of a century luxuriating in disarmament, of a 
world confidently embracing the sovereignty of working 
men and women, remnants of the past, repressions of the 
past were all to be left to the past.

Here is the meaning, I think, of the vibrant confi
dence and heroic thrust of the USSR and its General 
Secretary, Mikhail Gorbachev, whose acts and chal
lenges — from unilateral stopping of nuclear testing to 
projecting half a dozen nuclear-free zones in the world, 
to urging an end to chemical weapons, to nuclear 
weapons, to all weapons — have sent a current of hope

(Continued on page 8)
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at the Congress and they came to report, to listen to 
reports, to reach out to one another, but especially to 
register their commitment to the chief priority: prevent
ing nuclear war, halting the arms race.

The Soviet Government, in hosting this gathering 
reiterated its desire for an end to the arms race as did 
General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev in his welcoming 
address. All the stops were pulled out and we were front 
page news and nightly fare for an entire week on Soviet 
T.V. Welcome mats were out wherever we went. The 
Moscow circus turned out to greet us at a giant rally and 
children everywhere handed us flowers and sang and 
performed for us. It is not clear how much publicity we 
received in othercountries outside the Eastern block, but 
there was certainly a blackout of news about us here in 
the States. After all, what is so newsworthy about 3,000 
women gathered together from every part of the world 
voicing their desire for peace and their determination to 
work for it?

The Congress opened with a Plenary Session on the 
morning of June 23 at which a number of women leaders 
from various countries gave welcoming addresses and 
spoke of women as being the world’s natural peacemak
ers. Gorbachev spoke of women’s universal striving for 
emancipation and focused on the history of women’s 
liberation in the Soviet Union since the revolution. He 
also admitted bluntly that although Soviet women are 
vigorously and equitably involved in social production 
and in political, scientific and cultural activity, their 
age-old burdens as mothers and wives have not been 
eased and they are still not represented fully in the 
highest government bodies. These problems, he said 
were on the agenda of the huge restructuring program. 
“Perestroika" going on in Soviet Society today, a mas
sive attempt to deal with inequities and inconsistencies 
in the social, political and economic sphere. He further 
spoke of the growing unity of all peoples as demon
strated by this Congress of Women. “It is'women who 
perceive more fully and emotionally the absolute prior
ity that preserving peace has over everything else.”

On the podium, amongst the several hundred 
women leaders, our American delegation was repre
sented by Cheryl Craig, the eloquent Civil Rights attor
ney from Pittsburgh and president of Women for Racial 
Rights attorney from Pittsburgh and president of Women 
for Racial and Economic Equality (WREE), Cora 
Weiss, president of Women for a Meaningful Summit, 
and Jacqueline Jackson, wife of Jesse Jackson, Demo
cratic candidate for the 1988 presidency, and a peace 
activist in her own right. Freda Brown, president of the 
World Federation outlined the format of the Congress: 
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There were to be 8 commissions (panel discussions with 
audience participation) and simultaneous translations 
into English, French, Spanish, German, Arabic and 
Russian at all sessions.

From these panel commissions, under such head
ings as Problems of Development and Women, Women, 
Children and Families, Mass Media and Women etc. 
there were spinoffs held informally in the evenings and 
parallel to the larger discussions. These dealt with the 
Middle East where Arab and Israeli women and Palesti
nian women met face to face; sessions on violence 
against women; meetings of women writers, artists, 
parliamentarians; and there were special dialogues such 
as the Soviet-American dialogue where delegates from 
the Soviet Union and the American group exchanged 
views on the problems facing our respective countries 
regarding the status of women.

Throughout the week women lined up to deliver 
reports of the situation in their individual countries and 
sat patiently listening to the reports of others, many of 
whom had never appeared before such a body in the past, 
had never before been able to talk about the critical 
problems facing them daily as women in their societies. 
They spoke passionately, from the heart and they were 
received with warmth and sympathy.

I am lucky to have family in Moscow. There are, as 
it happens, three generations of women. So perhaps I 
may tell you a bit about them.

These are women, Jewish women, professional 
women: Aunt Feera is 84, ailing a bit now, but very 
cheerful and full of questions about our family here in 
the States. She visited here exactly 20 years ago in 1967 
and spent 8 months touring about, enjoyed the trip but 
was glad to return home. She worked as an editor of 
children’s films, that is, educational films and even after 
her retirement at the age of 55 she continued working 
and still receiving her pension. She, as well as her 
daughter and granddaughter are divorced. (The divorce 
rate in the S.U. is about as high as it is here. But they 
make it a little more difficult when there are children 
involved.)

All 3 generations are non-observant Jews although 
they were very pleased, the first time I visited there in 
1971 to show me the Moscow Synagogue.

The two older women have a rather comfortable 
two room apartment with a kitchen and bathroom, the 
European kind with a separate cubicle for the commode 
and the wash-up area. Until four years ago all three 
shared this apartment. But now there’s a 4th generation, 
a little boy named Vanya. Now Vanya and his mother 
have their own apartment nearby in the area known as
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Novo Moscva.
My cousin Maya, who is about my age has until 

recently worked as a textile engineer, managing a textile 
plant. She has that hefty Russian look but actually she is 
quite athletic and skis in her leisure time.

Glasnost or no glasnost, neither of these women 
want to talk about their personal lives. It is very difficult 
to talk to them about the men in their lives, why they 
were divorced and what sort of personal lives they have 
been living all these years. Feera's granddaughter, how
ever, Marina, the mother of little Vanya, spent an after
noon with me at my hotel and was very frank in discus
sing her private life. We communicated for one hour in 
sign language. She speaks no English and I speak very 
little Russian. But her second language is German. So 
what I did was speak Yiddish with a German accent and 
we seemed to get along that way. The gist of what she 
said to me was . . . "Alle menerszenen Zelbst... zelbe . 
. . ” All men are alike. “Yich been endicked mit 
mener.” I am finished with men.

Another part of my family, on my father's side, 
lives in Kiev. My cousin Yacov spent a day with me. It 
was quite an effort for him. He took the train from Kiev . 
. . 13 hours on the train all night just to be with me for 
one day! I managed to cancel out of all the Congress 
meetings I had that day and spent the entire afternoon 
and evening talking with him in the hotel lobby, except 
for a couple of breaks at the cafe.

At one point he rolled up his sleeve and revealed a 
number: Dachau. And then he proceeded to tell me an 
astonishing story:

Before the war ... a non-Jewish friend who was 
leaving the country, left his personal ID papers with 
Yakov. When Yakov’s Red Army unit was captured by 
the Germans and taken to Dachau, Yakov immediately 
chewed up and swallowed his own Jewish ID and substi
tuted the other. With his fluency in speaking the Ukrai
nian language, (Most Jews were apparently not known 
to speak Ukrainian) — they never challenged him. He 
survived at Dachau as a non-Jew. When he was freed 
after two years he weighed 89 pounds. (He's almost 6 ft 
tall).

We talked about Chernobyl. What was it like? 
What are the residents experiencing now? ... He said 
they still can only drink canned milk. Fresh vegetables 
and fruit are brought from areas considered not contami
nated and are therefore very expensive.

Later we went fora walk in Gorki Park. I asked him 
about Glasnost. Would he give me an example? He 
bought a copy of KOMSOMOLSKAYA PRAVADA,
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which is the organ of Communist youth in the U.S.S.R. 
He read and translated the headline story. (Yakov speaks 
Yiddish). This plant manager, Yakov explained, had run 
off with the union funds and spent them apparently on 
wine, women and song, or rather vodka, women and 
song ... He did it over a long period of time. Finally, he 
was caught and brought to trial. "Before Glasnost," 
Yakov said, “it would all be hushed up. No one would 
know about it. He would get caught and go to jail. But no 
publicity. Now everybody runs to buy newspapers to see 
what will happen next, to read about his romances and 
how he spent the money ..." and then he adds . . . 
somewhat ruefully: "I don't know if it's necessary to 
have so much dirt ... he used the yiddish word 
“shmutz” for everybody to read. Who needs to know all 
that? I think it's a bad example for the young and for 
other countries to see."

Yakov, like my other family members, are all very 
protective of the Soviet Union. He. as well as my Mos
cow family do not understand the Jews who are leaving 
or who want to leave. "They are traitors. The Soviet 
government educated them, gave them free health care, 
educated their children. Many are skilled professionals. 
And now, when there is such a labor shortage, a people 
shortage, really ... they want to leave?" He perceived it 
as a brain drain, which of course it is in many respects.

U.S.S.R. has a very’ low birth rate. People rarely 
have more than one child. The 20,000.000 people lost in 
WW II still have not been replaced. The figure 
20,000.000 means that virtually every’ single family lost 
someone. The survivors in my family are just that . . . 
survivors. There were brothers and sisters and wives and 
husbands and children who just disappeared into the 
Nazi maw. The Ukraine was overrun.

As the week drew to a close, a universal theme 
emerged from all the commissions, workshops, 
dialogues, meetings and round tables at the Congress: 
THE WOMEN OF THE WORLD MUST BECOME 
DECISION MAKERS! This theme was reflected in all 
the reports to the final plenary’ session in the Kremlin 
where a representative from the United Nations declared 
that the political process will remain incomplete until 
women — half the world’s humanity are fully repre
sented in the decision-making bodies of the world. But 
the power of women depends on how emancipated they 
are. There can be no equality when they are handicapped 
by men’s legal privileges. And without equality they 
cannot become decision makers, they cannot fully be 
empowered to make peace.

(Continued on page 8)
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SMALL PLANET KORCZAK
By Sol Flapan

ily. His father was a lawyer; his grandfather a physician 
in whose steps young Henryk followed, studying 
medicine and specializing in pediatrics. It was then that 
he launched his literary career. He entered a contest run 
by the erstwhile Kurier Warszawski (Warsaw Courier) 
newspaper with a drama titled “Which Way?” That 
earned him the Ignacy Padarewski Prize. He signed his 
entry ‘ ‘Janusz Korczak” which he took as his pen-name.

From the mid-1930s that name was joined by yet 
another, "The Old Doctor,” which was the title of a 
popular scries of radio chats addressed to parents. The 
credo of those broadcasts as of all his writings, and 
indeed his life's work, is eloquently summed up in an 
earlier (1918) paper “How to Love the Child.’

Korczak’s pediatric calling and his literary work 
always went hand in hand. Back in 1911 he resigned 
from hospital duties and became manager/principle of 
the Home of the Orphan on Krochmalna Street, a pre
dominantly Jewish neighborhood. By then he had al
ready authored a number of children-oriented and 
children-inspired books.

The storm of World War I (1914-1918) drove 
Korczak eastward to Kiev. He returned to Warsaw four 
years later to his orphange and to his writing, launching 
what became a golden literary chapter in his life. Mas
terpieces of his writings for children appeared in 1923, 
namely, “King Macius the First” and “King Macius on 
a Desert Island" —Macius being a diminutive and en
dearing name for Maciej.

This was followed in the ensuing years by succes
sive novels and tales for children as well as child care 
literature for adults.

All his writings are imbued with his innovative, 
humanistic pedagogical ideas and his dreams about the 
building of a just and equitable world as viewed through 
the eyes of his children in the Home of the Orphan, later 
renamed Our Home.

Korczak, who treated all his orphan charges as his 
very own children—he never married—repeatedly told 
them: “1 offer you but one thing. And that is a longing 
for a finer life, it does not yet exist. But it will come—a 
life of truth and justice.”

In his "How to Love the Child" series of articles 
addressed to parents he penned these ever timely words: 
“New generations arise. Up comes a new wave with its 
shortcomings and merits. You must forge better condi
tions so that youngsters grow up better.”

Korczak does not appeal. He does not beg. He 
demands equal rights for children—the right to personal 
dignity, to health and free development, to a just share in 
the division of social wealth. This Janusz Korczak bill-
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WARSAW—Oh, those perfidious Soviets. They've 
gone and done it again. For the N-th time they’ve ex
posed the Big Lie about Soviet anti-Semitism. This time 
by naming a heavenly body after a Polish Jew.

On the initiative of the USSR’s Institute of Theoret
ical Astronomy, a planet newly discovered by Soviet 
astronomers has been formally catalogued as “Small 
Planet (2163) Korczak 1871 sp I”.

Korczak refers to the Polish Jew Henryk Goldszmit 
(Anglicized as Goldsmith) who went through life under 
the pen name Janusz Korczak.

Precisely 45 years ago this month, on August 6, 
1942, this mild mannered . frail 64-ycar old lover of 
children and guardian of orphans was murdered as were 
700,000 others in the nazi-Gcrman death camp of Treb
linka. He had been deported there the day before from 
the Warsaw Ghetto together with the school pupils in his 
care.

Emaciated, in tatters, the youngsters had marched 
obediently behind their beloved "Old Doctor” to the 
"umschlagplatz" (asembly point). There, the children 
and their teacher were loaded onto cattle cars and taken 
to that grim place of no return. “The only way out (of 
Treblinka or Auschwitz) was as smoke through the cre
matorium chimney," it was morbidly said in those 
frightful days of nazi occupation.

The Resistance Movement proposed to Korczak a 
difficult and risky one-man rescue operation. A great 
pedagogue had to be saved. But this scholar/humanist, 
friend/advocate of the child, refused to abandon his 
parentless charges.

News of this voluntary march to death by 
Goldszmit/Korczak reaffirming his unbreakable faith in 
and adherence to the lofty principles of guardianship 
over children—especially the defenseless ones, the 
orphans—was received here in Poland and worldwide as 
a gallant but tragic protest against nazi racism and 
genocide.

Perhaps no other physician, no teacher or writer has 
won so much profound popularity as this unassuming 
person. Here in Poland nearly 100 public schools, edu
cational centers, scout troops have been named after 
him. Over 20 similar child/youth facilities abroad also 
bear his name. And now so does a small planet out in 
space thanks to Soviet astronomers.

Henryk Goldszmit was born in Warsaw in 1878 
(some sources say 1879) into a well-to-do Jewish fam- 
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(Continued from page 4) 
through the hearts of humanity and have challenged, 
perhaps even embarrassed, rulers accustomed to old 
hatreds.

In addition to other positive moves, the USSR has 
opened, unilaterally, several of its military installations 
and tests to inspection by American scientists and offi
cials. This would seem to end the problem of mutual 
verification so often emphasized by Washington.

With all this background, and with the profound 
urgency of the need, there appears reason to hope that 
the announced forthcoming summit meeting between 
President Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev will 
take place. Should this occur, there also appears now to 
be a reasonable chance — given mutual desire — that 
agreement will be reached and, at long last, the actual 
process of nuclear disarmament will begin.

As the 20th century ends and a new century bec
kons, let the future be worthy of the aspirations of Lenin: 
Socialism, he insisted, means Peace; Socialism means 
Democracy. That Peace and that all-peoples’ democracy 
is the objective now as the Soviet Union — and all 
enlightened humanity — joyously celebrates its 70th 
year of historic accomplishment!

A world free of weapons; a world at peace. A world 
without masters and slaves. A world worthy of the 
beauty of children. This is the world that can be achieved 
through mass struggle, now in this era that confronts us, 
thanks to the magnificent reality of the USSR on its 70th 
birthday. 

(Continued from page 10) 
Israeli-Palestinian peace. For this purpose, it is vital to 
achieve the broadest unity of all those who oppose the 
occupation, who are concerned about Israeli’s future and 
who desire an Israeli-Palestinian peace, to be anchored 
in a peaceful Middle East. In the present day interna
tional and regional atmosphere, this is a realistic aim and 
its achievement is a possibility. 

Joseph Lipski is Israeli Correspondent for Jewish Af
fairs.

of-rights for children found reflection years later in a 
United Nations adopted Declaration of the Right of the 
Child with Poland in the forefront promoting this idea. 
These Korczak basics have become an integral part of 
the progress made in People’s Poland in the area of 
children-oriented activity.

According to The Old Doctor youth ought to be 
encouraged to co-engineer their own upbringing; the 
principles of self-governance ought to be inculcated in 
youth who should be active participants in determining 
their rights and duties.

Korczak’s ideas are being promoted and developed 
by the Polish Korczak Committee founded in Warsaw in 
1946. The Committee’s comprehensive cooperation 
with scores of like-minded facilities, the publication of 
Korczak’s works, the organizing of Korczak competi
tions and exhibitions and a host of other initiatives 
popularizing the person of Janusz Korczak and his ideas 
have found emulators on all continents. Prestigious 
Korczak Committees are active in 20 countries around 
the world. And an International Janusz Korczak Associ
ation has appeared on the world scene chaired by Jerzy 
Kuberski of Poland organizing scholarly sessions, ex
change of experience projects, publications and youth 
groups the bottom line of which is dissemination of the 
ever green ideas of The Old Doctor.

It has been said that Janusz Korczak and his work 
belong to the world. Now he belongs to the universe. 
The planet named after him has been registered at the 
Smithsonian Institute’s astrophysical observatory. Ear
lier during this anniversary month the chair of Poland’s 
Literary Union, Wojciech Zukrowski, was presented by 
first secretary of the USSR’s Writers Union, Vladimir 
Karpov, the certificate naming the relevant planet after 
Janusz Korczak. 

(Continued from page 6)
And so another unifying theme and desire emerged 

as the Congress closed: Women of the world must con
tinue to reach out to one another, give hope and courage 
to one another, and as friends do on parting, plan to meet 
one another again at frequent world congresses.

As a delegate and a reporter for this Congress I find 
it sad that the news media in the U.S. ignored such a 
gathering. What the media missed was the fact that the 
unprecedently board and prestigious range of partici
pants in this Congress confirmed that women have taken 
up the peace cause in earnest, and that this great, inspir
ing creative force cannot be denied.

Dr. Helen Caldicott, renowned lecturer, author and 
one of the founders of Physicians for Social Responsibil
ity, expressed it best and drew a standing ovation at the 
Congress when she declared: “Women are like tea
bags. You don’t know their strength until they’re in hot 
water!” O
Ruth Selman, PhD is a peace activist, lecturer, writer.
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THE UNSOLVED PROBLEMS . . . pose of “defending the peace of Galilee.” Today it is 
already known, that this was a plot, in cooperation with 
the US government, attempting to establish a “New 
Order” in Lebanon, to strengthen the American strateg
ical position in the region. Today the government is 
accused openly, and in particular the present Minister A. 
Sharon, of consipiring to launch the war that cost Israel 
alone 650 dead and many disabled soldiers and a great 
deal of material and political damage.

I recall the Sinai-Suez war as well as the war in 
Lebanon, because both started with the same motives 
that led to the outbreak of the “Six Day War,” namely 
that the aim was to put an end to the terror, that the 
purpose was only to defend Israel . . . Who remembers 
today that the attack on the Israeli Ambassador in Eng
land was a signal to start the war in Lebanon? Now it is 
already clear that all this was a lie.

But the question is asked: Was there another choice 
and was it possible not to start the “Six Day War”? 
There is no doubt, that the Sinai-Suez was, as well as the 
Lebanon war, could have been avoided, that there was 
another alternative. Merely not to launch them. In the 
“Six Day War” there was an alternative, too, not
withstanding the means used by Nasser, notwithstand
ing the alarming cries of throwing Israel into the sea. 
Even such personalities as Ezer Weismann and H. Bar- 
Lev, and even Moshe Dayan have stated at various 
occasions, that on the eve of the “Six Day War” Israel’s 
existence was not threatened. Moshe Dayan declared 
5/30/75, in his lecture at the Tel Aviv University: “I 
cannot say that Egypt had decided to attack Israel in 
1967.”

Let me also add, that even one day before the “Six 
Day War” there were those inside the government op
posed to starting the war. M.H. Shapiro, who was the 
Minister of the Interior at that time, asked: “How is it 
possible that Egypt plans an attack against Israel when 
Nasser’s political activities and the Arab attitude signify 
that they are afraid of a war and are not prepared to start 
it?” The leaders of the Mapam and of the Religious 
National Party criticized the Minister of Security, stating 
that “he exaggerates unnecessarily with an inexact de
scription of the situation, to persuade the doves" (from 
the book by A. Gilboa “6 Years, 6 Days”).

Let me also quote M. Begin, who wrote that "in 
November, 1956, we had a choice. The explanation 
given for the start of the war was the necessity to liq
uidate the fedayeen who did not endanger Israel.” On 
the “Six Day War” he writes: “In June 1967 we had a 
choice . . . We started the war not because we had no 
choice. We could have waited, we could have sent the
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by Joseph Lipski
The unsolved problems of the "Six Day War” are 

still being discussed, because there are as yet many 
doubts about this issue. There are many questions and a 
great deal of confusion. I believe that a clarification is 
necessary because these doubts hinder the understanding 
of the present day problems.

Some people jump from the War of Independence 
of 1948 to the "Six Day War” of 1967. Why don’t they 
mention the Sinai-Suez War of 1956? Is this done acci
dentally? They do it for the purpose of concealing the 
real meaning and nature of the “Six Day War.” They 
argue, for instance, that after the war of 1948 the Arab 
states prepared a war of revenge to overcome their defeat 
and to throw Israel into the sea. This intention is proved 
by the fact that the Egyptian government took steps to 
block entrance to the Red Sea, mobilized the army and 
called the Arabs "to throw the Jews into the sea.”

These declarations caused anxiety among the 
people and thus the “Six Day War” was justified as a 
war of defense, because it was hard and quite impossible 
to believe, that the Israeli government is capable of 
preparing a war, that the government would not use all 
possibilities to avoid a war, to avoid casualties, if 
another choice exists, and still. . . .

Why, in my opinion, have the advocates of the 
version that the “Six Day War” was a war of defense, 
jumped intentionally from the Day of Independence of 
1948 to the “Six Day War"? Because in the meantime 
the Sinai-Suez War broke out. It was openly and clearly 
organized and conducted by the Israeli government. As 
we remember, this war, too, was justified with the 
motive of defending the country against the terrorist 
attacks of the fedayeen who were said to endanger Is
rael’s existence.

What did occur? It is true, that there were attacks, 
but they were not the reasons prompting the Israeli rulers 
to start the Sinai war. Not Israel’s security was the 
concern of its rulers. Today everybody knows, that the 
Sinai-Suez war was planned in close cooperation with 
the French and British governments who wanted to re
conquer the Suez Canal. This fact is generally known 
and that is why they skip, on purpose, this inconvenient 
event that can cast doubts also on the motive that in the 
“Six Day War” the Israeli rulers were concerned only 
for the defense of Israel.

At this opportunity it is important to remember that 
the war against Lebanon, too, was started for the pur- 
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TIME FOR UNITY

(Continued on page 8)
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By Richard Davidson
This is for Antal F. Borbely, M.D.

First begin with a conference; a talk; an hour to dream.
The force behind the people’s movement.
What can it be? The next step; the forward shout.
It is here written.
It is here spoken.
It is here presented before the multitude.
The word; Unity.
Not just a word but deeper than the word.
The swinging up of the Working Class.
The treble Clef of hope.
The song sung in the cool hours of summer.
All peoples to listen.
All peoples to move forward.
Beyond the inch of space that reaction wrote.
Beyond the troubled times the faith of tomorrow.
We are a people's chant.
We are a people's love.

Can it be where the clock ticks and the skies grow alert?
Can it be a plan?
A drawn conclusion?
A song beyond notes?
Can it be the fist against the Contras’ tactic?
Can it be the slogans: HANDS OFF CENTRAL 

AMERICA.
LEAVE NICARAGUA ALONE!
Can it be, the call for peace?
The words tuned against the nuclear leer.
The vision that says: “ALL TOGETHER ARE EQUAL 

AND FREE.
PLANT SEEDS INSTEAD OF BOMBS.”
The vision in the hearts of our people,
The real vision
Untampered by the media.
Not sliced down by a commentator’s tongue.
Raised to a new height,
A Unity of citizens marching against the arms race.
A unity of human beings declaring themselves before the 

destiny of
nations.
Before the bastions of king and statesman.
For we are a human cry.
To hear the clear coo of the Dove Of Peace.
The coo that slams against the concrete of cities,

(Continued on page 20)

army home. I don’t know if an attack would have taken 
place against us. There is no proof for it, there are proofs 
to the contrary” (“Yediot Aharonot", 8/20/82).

I wish also to quote from a recently published book 
by a high officer, who was for many years chairman of 
the Commission for Military Long Term Planning, Em
manuel Wald. The title of the book is significant: “The 
Curse of Broken Tools.” The book published by the 
Schocken Publishing Company, analyzes the wars that 
took place and was written upon the suggestion of the 
former Chief of Staff, Moshe Levy.

In this book, the author writes about the “Six Day 
War”: “The Israeli political echelon was mistaken in its 
estimate, that in May, 1967, Nasser was prepared for 
war” (page 82). And to strengthen his argument, he 
quotes General Yitzak Hoffi’s opinion, (he held the post 
of Chief of Operations in the General Staff at the time of 
the “Six Day War”) and he says: “In June 1967, we 
were not in danger of annihilation or of physical exter
mination" (page 84).

There was an alternative to avoid all wars waged so 
far. The Yom Kippur War too, could certainly have been 
avoided, if the Israeli government had agreed to propo
sals made by the UN in 1971. However, it continued to 
prefer the military option and to trust its military 
strength, in its military superiority. It forgot its promise 
that its aim is not to occupy territories, that it wanted 
only to remove the danger to Israel’s existence. We 
remember Moshe Dayan’s declaration that he likes “bet
ter Sharm A-Sheikh without peace than peace without 
Sharm A-Sheikh.” We already live several years with
out Sharm A-Sheikh and without Sinai. Some still try to 
keep the occupied territories with one and half million 
oppressed Palestinians, who refuse to live under the 
occupation.

One can certainly raise complaints, claims and ac
cusations against the Arab side, because some of their 
actions were wrong. However, I have criticized the 
Israeli policy that has not done everything to avoid wars, 
a policy that has not used all political possibilities.

But I wish to add, that today the conviction is 
growing, that, notwithstanding the existing differences 
of opinion regarding the characer of the "Six Day 
War”, it is necessary and vital to wage a joint struggle 
by all opponents of the occupation to get rid of the 
occupied territories. They are a disaster for Israel and 
keeping them causes daily casualties. There is the alter
native of leading a policy toward the yearned for



THE ONLY WAY TO PEACE
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They insist on territorial acquisitions, object to Israel’s 
withdrawal from Arab lands seized in 1967, and declare 
that Jerusalem, including the occupied and annexed 
Arab part of the city, must remain under Israeli 
sovereignty and that the question of its future is not 
negotiable. Both Likud and Maarah back the “iron fist” 
policy towards Palestinians in the occupied lands. They 
laud the strategic alliance with the USA against national 
liberation movements, against the independent states not 
only in the Middle East but in other parts of the world 
that have no desire to follow in the wake of US policies, 
and against the Soviet Union and the socialist commu
nity. Both have subscribed to Israel’s official inclusion 
in the "star wars” programme promoted by the Wash
ington administration. Both are attacking the interests 
and rights of the working people and pursuing a policy of 
discrimination towards the Arab population of Israel.

Once we understand what unites these two governing 
blocs we can see the substance of the differences be
tween them on the question of an international confer
ence on the Middle East and a settlement of the entire 
Israeli-Arab conflict.

LIKUD Position
Headed by Israel’s present Prime Minister Yitzhak 

Shamir, Likud does not accept the idea of holding such a 
conference, contending that there is nothing to talk 
about. Its watchword is “Eretz Israel” (“The land of 
Israel”). Likud’s proponents deny recognition not only 
of the rights but of the existence of the Palestinian 
people, and want Israel to annex all the occupied Arab 
iands. MAARAH Position

For its part, Maarah, led by the Deputy Prime Minis
ter and Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, has lately been 
saying that with some reservations it is in favour of 
convening an international conference. One reservation 
is that it should be attended not by PLO representatives 
but by Quislings included in the Jordanian-Palestinian 
delegation. Another is that after the first sitting the 
conference should disband and there should be direct 
talks between the Israeli representatives and the 
Jordanian-Palestinian delegation formed along the pat
tern suggested by Maarah. A third condition is that the 
Soviet Union’s participation in this international forum 
would depend on whether it restored diplomatic rela
tions with Israel and acquiesced to demands that amount 
to interference in an internal affair, namely on the ques
tion of emigration. It is self-evident that to make precon
ditions for the participation of one or another side or 
country in an international conference is to torpedo the 
possibility of convening it.

UNTYING THE MIDDLE EAST 
KNOT

We republish below “The Only Way To Peace,” 
by Meir Vilner, General Secretary of the Communist 
Party of Israel and “We Are Optimists,” by Yasser 
Arafat, Chairman, Executive Committee of the 
Palestine Liberation Organization. Both articles ap
peared originally in the World Marxist Review, 
9/87.

For the past four decades the Middle East has been a 
bleeding wound on our planet. There have been many 
attempts to defuse the conflict situation but so far none 
have been successful. The idea of holding an interna
tional conference on a Middle East settlement has lately 
been gaining momentum. WMR asked two of the re
gion’s leading political figures to share their view of 
what the prospects are for convening such a conference 
and for bringing it to a successful completion, and what 
is preventing it from being held.

Meir Vilner
CC General Secretary, Communist Party of Israel

Israel’s continued occupation of Arab lands is fuelling 
growing tension in the region and may lead to yet 
another war that would be more devastating than any we 
have previously seen and put international peace in peril. 
It is urgent, vital, and in keeping with the interests of the 
peoples of the Middle East and our entire planet to 
eliminate this hotbed of war by establishing a com
prehensive, just, and lasting peace. In the situation 
prevailing on the international scene and in our region 
the only way to achieve this is by convening an interna
tional conference under the aegis of the United Nations. 
This explains why the idea for this conference now has 
more support than in the past.

There are differences in how this issue is viewed by 
the two major political blocs forming the present “na
tional unity” government in Israel (Likud and Maarah). 
However, the significant thing is what unites them, what 
has been for a number of years and still is — with the 
approval of the US administration — the obstacle to a 
definitive and just settlement of the Middle East conflict.

What is this common denominator?
Both blocks deny the right of the Arab people of 

Palestine to self- determination, refuse to recognise the 
Palestine Liberation Organization as its representative, 
and out of hand reject the idea of a Palestinian state.
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WE ARE OPTIMISTIC
Yasser Arafat

Executive Committee Chairman, Palestine Liberation 
Organisation

The Geneva Peace Conference* was to have been the 
instrument for settling the Middle East problems. The 
efforts made at the time allowed foiling the attempts of 
the USA and Israel to hinder a just, comprehensive, and 
lasting settlement of the Middle East conflict and the 
Palestinian problem. In this context let me recall the 
understanding that the Arab delegation to the conference 
would include PLO representatives. Moreover, in the 
joint Soviet-US statement on the Middle East of October 
1, 1977° the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people 
and the fact that they had their owm representative were 
recognised by the USA for the first time.

Jewish Affairs

Peres has admitted that he is not interested in the 
conference as such but feels that it should be held as a 
pure formality since King Hussein of Jordan is making 
direct talks with Israel conditional on the existence of an 
“international umbrella.”

In other words, what Peres is suggesting is not an 
international conference but talks between Jordan and 
Israel with the participation of some Palestinian col
laborationists under the aegis of the USA. The purpose 
here is to conclude another separate deal on the Camp 
David pattern, by- passing the Palestinian problem and 
isolating Syria. More, there are projects for “dividing 
functions" between Israel and Jordan in the occupied 
Palestinian lands: Israel would exercise the military 
power while Jordan and its puppets would take care of 
municipal affairs, utilities, and similar matters. In this 
way they are planning to blot out the rights of the 
Palestinian people.

None of these plans hold out the promise of a com
prehensive, just, and lasting peace in the region. On the 
contrary, they are aimed at perpetuating the military 
threat. From this it follows that the views of Likud and 
Maarah about an international conference diverge not 
over the issue’s substance but over tactics.

Regardless of which of the two blocs they represent, 
the Israeli ruling circles could not have gone on occupy
ing Arab territories without support from Washington. 
US imperialism is the principal force that has hitherto 
been, along with the Israeli rulers, obstructing a peaceful 
settlement in the region.

But this is not to say that there is no hope of holding an 
international conference on the Middle East. Apart from 
its regional implications, the Middle East crisis is a 
paramount global problem. It is affecting peace 
throughout the planet and influencing a wide spectrum 
of state-to-state relations. The prospect for holding a 
conference thus depends to a large extent on the situation 
in the world, particularly on the state of the relations 
between the USSR and the USA.

USSR Position
In the course of all these years the Soviet Union has 

been pressing for a comprehensive, just, and durable 
peace in the Middle East in keeping with the interests of 
all of the region’s peoples and countries. It initiated the 
idea of holding a UN-sponsored international confer
ence of all the sides involved in the conflict, including 
Israel and the Palestinian people in the person of their 
acknowledged and sole lawful representative, the Pales
tine Liberation Organisation, and also the five perma
nent members of the UN Security Council. Let me 
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re-emphasise: in the situation now taking shape in the 
world and in our region this is the only way to extinguish 
the Middle East hotbed of war.

The UN General Assembly has passed several resolu
tions worded in this spirit. Massive pressure can compel 
the US administration to consent to the holding of an 
international conference on the Middle East. The very 
fact of such a conference would add a dynamic dimen
sion to the quests for an all- embracing settlement of the 
Israeli-Arab conflict and galvanise the efforts on the 
scale of the planet, region, and individual countries to 
ensure the successful consummation of this forum.

C.P.I. Position
The stand of the Communist Party of Israel on prob

lems related to a Middle East settlement rests on the 
resolutions adopted by the United Nations and is aimed 
at ensuring the rights of all the peoples in the region. 
Underlying the settlement should be Israel's withdrawal 
from all the lands seized by it in 1967. the creation of a 
Palestinian state on the West Bank of the Jordan, includ
ing the Arab section of Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip, 
and the return of the occupied Golan Heights to Syria.

In a nutshell, the essence of the solution is two states 
for the two peoples: the Israeli and the Palestinian.

Meir Vilner was bom in Vilna (Poland) in 1918. He 
went to Palestine in 1938. In 1940 he joined the Com
munist Party. In 1943-1948 he was a member of the CC 
and the CC Political Bureau, and a CC Secretary of the 
Communist Party of Palestine. He has been a deputy to 
the Knesset since 1949. A CC and CC Political Bureau 
member of the Communist Party of Israel since 1948, he 
was elected the party's General Secretary in 1965.



our people are reaffirming their unity and cohesion 
around their recognised leader, the PLO.

Similarly rugged courage is being displayed by the 
people living in the Palestinian camps in Lebanon. Some 
of these camps, for instance, Sabra and Chatila, have on 
several occasions been the scene of slaughter by the 
Israeli military and their surrogates. Regardless of the 
organisation to which they belong, all the people in these 
camps have fought and are continuing to fight shoulder 
to shoulder under the PLO banner.

This unity of the people in and outside the occupied 
territories has had a very beneficial effect on the situa
tion within the ranks of the Palestinian revolution. The 
consolidation of Palestinian unity achieved at the 18th 
session of the Palestine National Council reaffirms that 
our people are an integral entity, whether they live on 
occupied lands or in refugee camps, and that their 
leadership personified by the PLO is the instrument of 
revolutionary action.

Note must be made of the considerable role played in 
this by our Algerian brothers and Soviet friends, who 
actively helped to unite the Palestinian contingents in the 
course of a long dialogue that took in various places — 
Algiers, Aden, Tripoli, Prague, and Moscow. Last year 
I spoke in Berlin with Mikhail Gorbachov, who ex
pressed support for the efforts to consolidate the PLO 
ranks. Moreover, it was agreed that it was important to 
convene a conference on a Middle East settlement.

Later, during the visit of the French President Fran
cois Mitterrand to the Soviet Union it was suggested that 
for this purpose there should be a preparatory committee 
consisting of the five permanent members of the UN 
Security Council. This idea of holding a UN-sponsored 
international forum on the Middle East with the partici
pation of the sides involved in the conflict, including the 
Palestine Liberation Organisation on a basis of equality 
with the others, as well as the permanent members of the 
Security Council was supported at the conference of 
heads of state and government of non-aligned countries 
in Harare and at the summit of the Organisation of the 
Islamic Conference in Kuwait. Earlier, it was upheld by 
the Arab summit in Casablanca. The EEC members 
adopted a statement declaring their interest in the search 
for the search for a Middle East settlement on the basis of 
the principles enunciated by them in the Venice Declara
tion, i.e., the realisation of the rights of the Palestinian 
people to self-determination and PLO participation in an 
international conference on the Middle East. The need 
for such a conference has been repeatedly affirmed by 
the Soviet Union and the other countries of the socialist 
community. The Soviet stand was clearly stated in the
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However, developments took an unexpected turn. A 
visit to Jerusalem by Anwar Sadat subverted the Geneva 
Conference. Then followed the Camp David deal, which 
our people saw as a catastrophe to their cause and to the 
Middle East problem as a whole. The war between Iraq 
and Iran likewise has had extremely dangerous conse
quences.

Later, with the blessing of the US President Ronald 
Reagan and the then Israeli Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin a new conspiracy was launched — the Israeli 
army invaded Lebanon and besieged Beirut. Together 
with the militarist elite in Israel, world imperialism 
headed by the USA believed that they had destroyed the 
PLO and dealt finally with the Palestinians.

An Arab saying goes: “They arc of different minds in 
the palace and in the village.” The invasion of Lebanon 
became the longest war fought by Israel. Its military 
strategy was aborted: it thought it could carry hostilities 
over to the enemy's territory and inflict a lightning 
defeat on him, as was the case in the previous quick 
actions that took only a few days or even hours. The 
siege of Beirut lasted 88 days. According to information 
available to the CIA, Israel suffered more casualties in 
Lebanon than in all other armed conflicts with Arabs.

More, despite the difficulties that the Palestinian re
volution had to face after the forced withdrawal from 
Beirut — the attempts to create problems artificially in 
its ranks, and undermine the movement’s unity from 
within — we and our Lebanese allies were able to fight 
an exceptionally effective and successful war of attrition 
in southern Lebanon. The Israeli Defence Minister Yit
zhak Rabin acknowledged that the "Operation Peace for 
Galilee’” of 1982 had failed (this was said in 1987, after 
a lapse of five years).

Unprecedented staunchness is being displayed by our 
people in the occupied territories. That which is to be 
observed there today is mass rising in the true sense of 
the word. At the close of June, for example, Arab 
residents of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, including 
those holding Israeli citizenship, staged a one-day pro
test strike with the motto “Day of Equality.” This 
strike, involving 280,000 people, demonstrated the 
anger of the Arab people of Palestine at the oppression, 
enslavement, and racial discrimination practiced by the 
Israeli authorities against our people.

All the universities on the West Bank and in the Gaza 
Strip were closed for several months. Israeli troops took 
them by storm, breaking into the campuses and killing 
and wounding. The events in the Al-Duheisha, Balata, 
Qalquiliya, Rafah camps and elsewhere are evidence, I 
repeat, of a real uprising. In the course of this uprising 
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•This conference opened on December 21, 1973, and 
was attended by representatives of the USSR and the 
USA, as co-chairmen. Egypt, Jordan, Israel, and the UN 
Secretary-General. —Ed.

“This statement recorded, in particular, the intention 
of the two sides to do their utmost to facilitate the 
resumption of the Geneva Conference not later than in 
December of the same year. — Ed.

'Code name for the invasion of Lebanon. — Ed.

major decision passed at the session was to subscribe to 
the holding of a UN-sponsored international conference 
on the Middle East with the equal participation of all 
sides, including the PLO, and the permanent members 
of the UN Security Council. How does this decision 
complicate the search for a just, comprehensive, and 
lasting peace?

Also, under various pretexts attempts are being made 
to bribe Palestinians. This is the aim, above all, of the 
so-called “development plan" for the West Bank and 
the Gaza Strip to which the USA has so far contributed 
44 million dollars. Israel is annually getting direct aid 
amounting to 3,700 million dollars and indirect aid on 
the order of another 4,000 million dollars. And here the 
sum is only 44 million dollars. Is that enough for a 
development programme? Of course, not. It is no more 
than a sop for making new Quislings among Palesti
nians.

This attempt will not work. There are no Quislings 
among our people. As 1 have already noted, they are 
today more closely united than ever before around the 
Palestine Liberation Organisation.

That is why I am optimistic. A bulwark of this op
timism is also the stand of the friendly Soviet Union, 
which has put all its weight and prestige on the side of the 
Palestinian people's just cause. This cause has the sup
port of all decent, freedom-loving forces of the world, 
the socialist community, non-aligned states, and African 
and Islamic countries, which have expressed solidarity 
with the people of Palestine, w ith the Arab nation in the 
face of hostile challenges.

Yasser Arafat was bom in 1929 in Jerusalem. An 
engineer by profession, he is a graduate of Cairo Univer
sity. He was active in the student movement and was one 
of the founders of the Palestinian Fatah organisation. He 
has been Chairman of the Executive Committee of the 
Palestine Liberation Orgainsation and the supreme 
commander-in-chief of the armed forces of the Palesti
nian revolution since 1969.

joint communique on the results of the Moscow visit by a 
delegation of the PLO Executive Committee at the close 
of June. This communique says that the conference 
should be authoritative and its purpose should be the 
establishment of peace based on the UN Charter and 
relevant resolutions and on international law. Provision 
must be made for the withdrawal of Israeli troops from 
all occupied Arab lands, including those of Palestine, 
and for the implementation of the inalienable rights of 
the rights of the Arab people of Palestine to return to 
their homes, to self- determination, and to the creation of 
an independent state.

Thus, despite the present difficult situation in our 
region, there is now for the first time an actual interna
tional consensus on the question of an international 
conference on a Middle East settlement. It should be 
borne in mind that, willy-nilly, the situation in the Mid
dle East directly affects the destinies of the entire planet. 
The threat emanating from here is not confined to the 
region alone. Generally speaking, the Europeans and we 
are in one and the same boat — they are in the northern 
end and we in the southern. From the south our region 
also abuts on the borders of the Soviet Union. Any new 
Arab-Israeli war would inescapably undermine world 
peace.

In the face of the present consensus the US administra
tion has likewise declared that in principle it agrees that 
there should be an international conference. But it has its 
own aim. It would like to use this forum as should be an 
international conference. But it has its own aim. It would 
like to use this forum as an umbrella for further outrages 
of the Camp David kind. Currently we are witnessing a 
US-Israeli plot to drag Jordan — again under the screen 
of an international conference — into a separate deal. 
Our people in the occupied territories have resolutely 
rejected this plot. A general Arab stand in opposition to 
it has begun to take shape.

We are therefore saying that there is an urgent need to 
hold an Arab summit in the autumn of this year in order 
to spike at Camp David No. 2 and not only to come to an 
agreement on convening an international conference 
(such agreement was already pledged in Casablanca) but 
also to draw up a joint plan of action at the conference 
with account of the new phenomena and changes in the 
Palestine situation and on the world scene.

The imperialists, the Israeli rulers and their surrogates 
in the region are seeking to undermine the success 
achieved at the 18th session of the Palestine National 
Council. It is being alleged that its outcome only com
plicates a Middle East settlement. Remember, the first
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NEW THINKING ON SOVIET 
JEWS

By Jean Weisberger

interesting to note that expectations of the turnout for the 
demonstration were being scaled back before the rally, 
and the campaign to win participants was conducted in a 
low-pitched (though high-pressure) fashion. Around the 
East Coast and the Midwest, the word was given out by 
organizers that the demonstration would refrain from 
anti-disarmament rhetoric, and that it was simply ‘an 
opportunity for the Jewish community to come to
gether. ’ The perceived need for such an approach was an 
indication of the declining level of anti-Sovietism 
among Jewish-Americans, and a corresponding rise in 
interest in the new processes under way in the USSR.

Of course, the processes of perestroika, glasnost and 
democratization are not to the liking of all Jews - espe
cially the former refuseniks whose careers depend upon 
bellicose and extreme anti-Sovietism. Sharansky again 
attempted to set the tone in Columbus when he quoted an 
unnamed friend “still trapped in the Soviet Union” to 
the effect that “there is no glasnost for the people - it 
exists only in speeches and articles,” following this 
outburst a few days later in the New York Times with the 
insinuation that General Secretary Gorbachev is a swin
dler. While a few Jewish emigres, such as Alex 
Goldfarb, have taken a more reasonable view, others 
have echoed Sharansky and even tried to outdo him; Ida 
Nudel, for example, saw fit to refer to “the black, 
anti-Semitic soul of the Soviet Union” in an interview 
given to the Jerusalem Post in November. For such 
‘champions’ of human rights, the new thinking of the 
Soviet Union is simply a cause for alarm, if not outright 
panic.

For a growing number of US Jews, though, the impli
cations of changes in the USSR are more intriguing, and 
these are being greeted by the beginnings of a wide- 
ranging reassessment of Soviet Jewish life and a grow
ing rejection of the mainstream Zionist underpinnings of 
the Soviet Jewry movement. This reevaluation is just 
getting under way, and faces many obstacles, but it is 
worth examining in some detail in order to understand it 
and assess how best to encourage and reinforce the new 
trend.

It is not surprising that the clearest signs of these new 
thought patterns are visible in the progressive and liberal 
sectors of American Jewry. These circles are genuinely 
committed to nuclear disarmament, are the most sus
picious of and alienated from the Soviet Jewry move
ment’s leadership, are the least attached to the Zionist 
tenet of the centrality of Israel to Jewish life (and there
fore less wed to the concept of emigration to Israel as the 
fulfillment of Soviet Jewish destiny), and are not 
ideologically committed to the portrayal of the USSR as
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By the time Natan Sharansky (the former Anatoly 
Sharansky) arrived in Columbus, Ohio at the end of 
November to recruit for the December 6 'Freedom Sun
day for Soviet Jewry, it was apparent that the new mass 
thought patterns defined and analysed at the 24th Con
vention of the Communist Party USA were making 
themselves felt among Jcwish-Americans.

"The arms negotiations are too important to say there 
must be a direct link between it and emigration,” 
Sharansky said in an interview with the Columbus Dis
patch. His attempt to soft-pedal the anti-disarmament, 
Cold War nature of the planned demonstration was 
clearly a response to the deep support for arms control 
among Jewish-Americans. Indeed, the so-called ‘direct 
linkage’ position had been repudiated by leading sectors 
in the Jewish community almost two years ago. When 
Morris Abram, Sharansky’s neoconservative US mentor 
and head of the National Conference on Soviet Jewry, 
had called for the demonstration to "make the point that 
the Soviet Union cannot be trusted on arms.”

Abram’s attempt to sabotage the arms control process 
was Promptly rebutted by Jewish figures as conservative 
as Martin Peretz and Leon Wieseltier of The New Repub
lic, who blasted Abram's proposal. “[Wjhile Soviet 
Jewry is a terribly important matter, preventing nuclear 
war is more important by many orders of magnitude. . . . 
If there is a nuclear war, Jews are going to get burned just 
as quickly as the goyim,” Wieseltier said. To Abram’s 
fallback to an ‘indirect linkage’ argument, which holds 
that Soviet Jewish emigration is an issue of ‘trust’, and 
therefore an index of ‘Soviet credibility’, Wieseltier 
responded that he didn’t "understand Abram’s distinc
tion between implicit and explicit linkage. . . . [I]f he 
wants to make (trust) conditional on Jewish emigration, 
that is linkage. ... I think the organized Jewish commu
nity is showing a certain arrogance ... of setting up 
purely Jewish interests as the be-all and end-all.”

Nevertheless, it is clear that far too many Jewish- 
Americans were persuaded to participate in what was, 
despite their hopes, a Cold War rally designed to slow 
down the improvement of US-Soviet relations. This is 
not surprising; decades of anti-Soviet propaganda de
signed especially for Jews have left their mark, and there 
is little doubt that many of the participants were simply 
expressing a basic solidarity with a group of Jews who, 
they have been told, are oppressed. In this regard, it is 
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the ‘Evil Empire.’ Many fit Tunisian Communist Party 
General Secretary Mohammed Harmel’s description of 
“those who are critical of some aspects of life in the 
USSR and its policies without being really anti
socialist.” Some have long been independent of the 
Soviet Jewry movement, though most have accepted its 
portrayal of rampant anti-Semitism and institutionalized 
discrimination against Jews in the Soviet Union.

The troubling contradiction (from their point of view) 
between the role of the Soviet Union in the global strug
gle for peace and the need for better US-Soviet relations 
on the one hand, the Soviet ‘oppression’ of Jews on the 
other has led to a curious kind of dissonance in the 
writings of some of the ‘rethinkers.’ Nora Levin, profes
sor of modem Jewish history at Oratz College and a 
frequent writer on the subject of ‘Soviet anti-Semitism’, 
gives evidence of this contradiction in a number of 
articles written this year. In “The Complex Reality of 
Soviet Anti-Semitism” (Genesis?, Summer 1987), Pro
fessor Levin recites a highly contentious history, char
acterizing Soviet policy regarding Jews as one of “gyra
tions” and “tactical shifts.” While acknowledging that 
“Lijt is, of course, possible to be anti-Zionist without 
being anti-Semitic,” she asserts that “Soviet prop
aganda has to a large extent blurred the distinction." 
According to Levin, Soviet Jews face “obvious and 
growing discriminatory competition for advancement, 
while (njot all fields of endeavor are open to Soviet 
Jews.” Interestingly, she provides no documentation of 
these serious charges, though it must be noted that this is 
far from unusual, even among academic authors.

What is new and more important, however, is Profes
sor Levin’s conclusion. “The main thrust of Western 
Jewish activity has been in behalf of emigration,” she 
writes, and “[t]he tendency has been to write off the 
Jewish future of those who remain but I think this is a 
wrong judgment and a wrong strategy. ...” Professor 
Levin suggests engaging in new thinking about old ap
proaches and politics. I would briefly suggest three 
areas: 1) a re-examination of the Jackson-Vanik 
Amendment; 2) a new look at the question of giving the 
Soviet Union a role in Middle East peace talks; and 3) 
seeing if certain recent Soviet signals regarding the ex
pansion of Yiddish might offer opportunities for utiliz
ing Yiddish, or Russian, as an instrument of Jewish 
culture, instead of concentrating on Hebrew.

In another article, published in the Philadelphia 
Jewish Exponent in June, Professor Levin added a fourth 
recommendation - a study of the CPSU’s 26th Congress 
documents, especially Gorbachev’s remarks on nation
ality problems.
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Levin’s interest in the revival of Yiddish in the Soviet 
Union is shared by a number of writers. In the same issue 
of Genesis 2, Sid Resnick presented a summary of the 
growth in Yiddish publishing in the USSR, contending 
that it is a ’factor that needs to be reckoned with in any 
broader assessment of the Soviet Jewish situation.” 
Resnick has also been covering developments in Soviet 
Yiddish writing and education in the Freiheit. He cor
rectly notes that Yiddish is, in fact, the language of a 
significant number of Soviet Jews, whereas the empha
sis on Hebrew that has been a staple of the Soviet Jewry 
movement has clear ideological undercurrents that ex
plain, if not (in his view) justify Soviet restrictions on 
this apparently benign interest.

Another important example of these steps toward a 
new approach to the Soviet Jewry issue is the work of 
New Jewish Agenda. At the "Solidarity Sunday" dem
onstration in New York this year. Agenda members 
distributed a statement which, after calling for the re- 
evaluation of visa refusals to long-term would-be emig
rants (a process initiated by Soviet authorities almost a 
year ago), the assurance that private Hebrew teachers are 
covered by recent Soviet legislation on private employ
ment, a more rigorous enforcement of prohibitions of 
anti-Semitic material, and the development of “the ca
pacity of those Soviet Jews who so choose to more fully 
continue their Jewish heritage,” went on to call for a 
“sober, realistic and comprehensive assessment of 
Soviet Jewish life.”

The Agenda statement calls for respect [for] the 
wishes, self-identity and understanding of ALL Soviet 
Jews .... we believe that exaggerated claims of a Soviet 
Jewish ’holocaust' abuse the memory of those who 
perished at the hands of the Nazis and exacerbate ten
sions rather than promoting the goals of pluralism, peace 
and open emigration. To fully support Soviet Jewry we 
must support the right of Soviet Jews to make their own 
choices. . . .

The statement goes on to charge that neither the Rea
gan Administration nor the Israeli government is moti
vated by human rights concerns. “For the Reagan Ad
ministration,” NJA says, “our concern is a tool to be 
used in recruiting American Jew's to the ‘Evil Empire’ 
approach to US-Soviet relations. For the National Unity 
Coalition in Israel, Soviet News represent potential Oc
cupied Territories Settlers and a solution to Israel’s 
skilled labor shortage."

(Part of New Jewish Agenda’s approach to the issue 
was elaborated on by Mike Hirsch, a member of Agen
da’s Disarmament Task Force, at a meeting held in
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tion and insist that Jews be allowed to emigrate to any 
country that will have them - be it Israel, the US, or 
anywhere else. We must also be supporters and even 
spokespersons forthose Jews, the overwhelming major
ity of Soviet Jews, who choose to stay. Lastly, our 
support for our sisters and brothers must be independent 
of the cold war. We are not chauvinists, and nuclear war 
or international tensions are not bargaining chips.

At this point, it is useful to recall some facts about 
Soviet Jewish life. While the re-evaluation of the Soviet 
Jewry movement is proceeding rapidly, and while its 
increasing emphasis on the “overwhelming majority” 
of Soviet Jews who have no desire to leave their home
land is salutary, much of the material that has been 
examined here continues to accept, implicitly or 
explicitly, the portrayal of Soviet Jews as unable to 
speak for themselves, and the charges of discrimination 
against Jews made by the Soviet Jewry movement.

This article is not the place to engage in a detailed 
analysis of Soviet Jewish life. Nevertheless, it is clear 
that the claims of discrimination have little basis in 
reality. Soviet Jews form an urban, highly educated, 
politically active, but statistically aging part of the mul
tinational Soviet society. Despite some anecdotal evi
dence of individual cases of discrimination, there is little 
to suggest that Soviet Jews are barred from access to 
education, good jobs or political activity, or are subject 
to restrictions on religious practice that differ from those 
applied to other groups of believers.

Charges of discrimination, rather, are based upon a 
confidence in the historical amnesia of the Soviet Jewry 
movement’s audience. Claims have been made, for 
example, of "growing discriminatory competition” (as 
Nora Levin says) with Jews in the universities for at least 
30 years. Surely, if they were true, there would now be 
few, if any, Soviet Jewish university students! Yet this is 
clearly not the case. In fact, what figures exist show that 
the Jewish student population has remained relatively 
consistent both as a percentage of Jews, and in terms of 
absolute numbers when correlated with population 
trends. The declining proportion of Jews in the total 
student population cannot be taken as evidence of dis
crimination, for Jews are a declining component numer
ically of the Soviet population, and it is well known that 
the student body has been expanding as educational 
opportunities open up. The same holds true in skilled 
and professional employment - the charges of discrimi
nation and declining Jewish participation have been 
made for years in the apparently well-justified belief that 
audiences are unlikely to recall the details in a few years’ 
time.

September to commemorate Soviet Yiddish writers 
killed by Stalin’s security service in 1952. According to 
Hirsch, ’We must put Jewish values and a larger vision 
back into the Jewish movement,” countering reactio
nary Jewish leaders who have “become real-politik 
schemers, appearing for photo opportunities with 
Ronald Reagan while he invokes war on Nicaragua. ’ ’ In 
the middle of Kirsch’s speech comes a remarkable pas
sage:

Demagogues use hyperbolic language in discourse 
that is meant to arouse and distort. Audiences make 
associations on the basis of their own values. ‘Our strug
gle is the struggle for the biggest part of our nation that is 
in captivity,’ Sharansky told an audience recently. Con
sider the wealth of ideological assumptions resonating in 
such a statement. The biblical allusion to ‘captivity’ and 
freedom through flight (deliverance equals emigration) 
is not lost on his listeners. But is emigration a reasonable 
or desirable option for all Soviet Jews? And what of 
those who choose to remain? The implication is that 
those who remain arc quislings and collaborators. Stalin 
had a facile litmus test for who was a patriot and a 
Communist; now Sharansky has a litmus test for who is a 
Jew! We did not accept Stalin's test and American 
Jewry, even would Jewry, cannot accept Sharansky’s.

Here Hirsch makes a critically important and, for 
much of the US Jewish community, a sorely-needed 
point - that the ‘Jewishness’ of Soviet Jews cannot be 
measured only by the extent to which they wish to leave 
their homeland or oppose socialism and Soviet power.

Hirsch subsequently presents in a condensed way the 
viewpoint of many of those who are engaged in the 
rethinking of the Soviet Jewry movement’s aims and 
tactics. In this passage we see, in almost summary fash
ion, both the strengths and weaknesses of the new ap
proach:

A reactionary emigre’s values are not ours, but neither 
are they the values of millions of American Jews who 
rightly see that a problem exists and wish to help. If too 
many refuseniks line up with the Reagans and the Shult- 
zes, it is nevertheless the values of fairness, decency and 
tolerance alluded to by the refuseniks that resonate with 
millions of American Jews. We need to broaden the 
message, to say much more than ‘Let My People Go.’ 
We cannot leave the good intentions of American Jews 
to the Cold Warriors.

We can, in fact we must, articulate the needs of Soviet 
Jews, supporting their right to emigrate or their right to 
remain and practice their religion and culture as they see 
fit. This does not obligate us to accept the world view of 
every emigre uncritically. We can support open emigra- 
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This point was long ago acknowledged by a number of 
responsible western experts, two of whom, Alec Nove 
and J. A. Newth, wrote in The Jews of Soviet Russia 
Since 1917 (1970) that the existence of discrimination 
“cannot be proved by any of the official statistics to 
which we have access. Endeavors to use these statistics 
for this purpose would expose the users to devastating 
and deserved counter-attack. The Jewish population is 
very heavily ‘tilted’ towards the professions, and its 
age-composition suggest that its total numbers must 
diminish statistically. . . .” Those who are engaged in 
rethinking the Soviet Jewry issue would do well to heed 
these words before accepting uncritically the distortions, 
exaggerations and outright falsehoods of the move
ment’s leaders.

The ‘new thinkers’ are on their strongest ground when 
they call for the development of a greater variety of 
outlets for the expression of Jewish culture in the Soviet 
Union. Here their concerns echo those of many in the 
USSR. Indeed, it must be said that, while there are a 
growing number of vehicles for the preservation and 
expansion of Jewish culture within the Soviet Union, it 
remains to be demonstrated that these are adequate to 
fully meet the needs of Soviet Jews. It is likely that 
increased opportunities to study the history of Jews in 
the Soviet Union, the contributions that have been and 
are being made by Soviet Jews to the building of 
socialism, and a closer study of the problems that still 
remain for Jews would be eagerly welcomed by Soviet 
Jews. This is particularly true when the insufficiency of 
such opportunities may have helped to create some fer
tile ground for attempts to build such institutions on a 
more anti-Soviet, Zionist-based framework. It is also of 
some significance in light of the existence of such anti- 
Semitic organizations as Pamyat (Memory), which can 
be taken as indicative of problems in Soviet education 
and publicity on anti-Semitism and chauvinism, though 
the Soviet press has lately given ample space to strong 
criticism of the anti-Semitism of Pamyat leaders.

Having said this, it is necessary to once again firmly 
reject the calls for new varieties of ‘cultural autonomy’ 
that have recently been heard. Such positions, which 
were indirectly articulated at the same event at which 
Mike Hirsch of New Jewish Agenda spoke, amount to 
little more than a revival of Bundism. Readers are refer
red to Hy turner’s excellent edition of Lenin on the 
Jewish Question for further details on the Bund and 
Lenin’s polemics with the Bundists. Here I will only say 
that the type of approach prescribed by the neo-Bundists 
suffers from all of the defects pointed out by Lenin, 
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particularly in its likely effect of detaching Soviet Jews 
from citizens of differing national backgrounds, and, in 
Lenin’s words, fostering “the spirit of the ghetto.” In 
addition, there is an unhealthy strain of chauvinism in 
the desire to make Soviet Jewish issues and externally- 
measured ‘progress’ on them the litmus test of the depth 
of the new processes under way in the USSR.

How, then, should we assess this new trend? It seems 
clear that it is an essentially healthy process, one that 
challenges the myths and fables created and nourished 
by the Soviet Jewry movement's leadership, and likely 
to have the effect of strengthening the pro-disarmament, 
pro-peace sentiment of the Jewish-American commu
nity. We need to understand that the casting off of old 
habits and prejudices is a dynamic process, which calls 
for sharp tactical thinking and flexibility in determining 
how best to encourage the process and infuse it with a 
greater understanding of socialist reality. In discussing 
these questions, we must be able to clearly distinguish 
between those who are our friends, mistaken though 
they may be, and who are our enemies, maliciously 
motivated and uninterested in joining in a search for 
truth.

How do we make such an evaluation? One important 
way is to look at the activities of those with whom we are 
in dialogue. It can generally, though not always, be 
presumed that those who are active in the struggle for 
disarmament, fora just and lasting peace in the Middle 
East, demonstrably opposed to racism, and active in the 
fight against anti-Semitism in their own country are not 
helplessly entangled in the chains of anti-Sovietism, but 
rather are speaking out of a legacy of propaganda and 
misinformation. Indeed, it is possible to assert that if 
there is agreement that nuclear disarmament cannot be 
held hostage to Soviet emigration, and that the re
fuseniks and Soviet-haters are not the sole voice of 
Soviet Jews, then the rest may be up for discussion. The 
important thing is to work with these forces on concrete 
initiatives to improve US-Soviet relations, disarmament 
measures and remove the Soviet Jewish question from a 
Cold War framework.

As Gus Hall said in the CPUSA's 24th Convention 
report:

This is not the time to sit and examine our navels. This 
is not the time to be harping and carping about petty 
details, about abstract theory, whether each formulation 
in a resolution, article or speech is to everyone’s liking. 
This is not the time for subjectivity, pettiness.

(Continued on page 20)
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(Continued from page 10)
That circles the avenue.
That presses into the sidewalks of our generation.
The cry that knows no boundary,
That keeps all flags in gun-stilled splendor.

Can it be, this unity to storm against apartheid?
To salute a free South Africa?
To wrest racism out of the earth like cancer.
Can it be, after the conference, the hour to dream, 
The hour to move!
We are pioneers in the valley of new decisions.
We are the shakers of a coming age.
When Man will grasp his neighbor’s hand, 
And eyes will meet in friendship and deed.

Zionist Tenet and the Right of Asylum
A young Jewish refugee, a 29 year old computer 

programmer from South Africa has been denied status as 
a refugee in England by a British court ruling.

This decision is bound to create a legal precedent not 
alone for Jews considering leaving racist South Africa 
but for other Jews seeking asylum.

The young South African has refused to serve in the 
South African army for political reasons and has, there
fore, asked for refugee status in Britain.

He has already lived and studied in Israel but has 
rejected the idea of living there since he has no desire to 
serve in the Israeli army cither.

In hearing the case the British court ruled that even 
though the 29 year old computer expert is, in fact, a 
refugee from South Africa, he is not entitled to obtain 
refugees status in England in view of the fact that Israel 
is his "first and natural country of asylum." 
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Our unique contribution, our Communist plus, has 

meaning only if we are riding the wave, only if we are 
involved, only if we take initiatives, only if we are in the 
struggles - if we are doers. Only then is thinking and 
talking truly revolutionary, when it leads to action.

This is a time for refreshing, for renewal. So, let’s get 
out and mix it up!O

Jon Weisberger is active in the Jewish community, and 
has written frequently for Jewish Affairs.
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oxn n px jxspx osn us”ipsi pxn uxn n .asm 
sis”! p’nu’nsx .jnxnm jmasa xn isusbis jsm 
s“is”i jixnusns ”1 pxn as’snijiu surnxusbxnB 
“ixa u’’p’usu ssms’s-isn px sVsniubip .s^x’sxa 

.mxb-isuxB ns”) nim jib usnpis “isn 
n Dja«ssijx uxn asmixp-'jip’x nsuuns isn 
1st U’B ubpjlDIXB — SDXBS J”T IXB BS’i’bUB’l 
jaxn nspisn spmissrnx'jp stx axn ,sb”“id 
”T ,jnsn uVxnsi utm ■>■>: jaxn “jxax .uixTsmnxB 
u”i S’rV saVsi n .isx px up’msiKB uia”s'?x pxn 
nx’ju-37 jib jisuisa-asuixp n .ixu is ur’n ra jx 
nsm .snsixnu isn nsanx udsisj jsnsi jsm 
suisnpsaixp px s”iu sp’ur’n n uwnsnxa pixnsa 
nsp’^mssix’ «jj’B n ps -psana jaxn axn ,“is”iaxi 
pi pxn px u”Sns”T j’x unxnsi sruisinx px tix 
isussts ;qaxp juruu’isxB’uix px jsnxnsimix 
U'D BS’SpX W>-|XT>'?XD UTBSlDin JIX UTT’lxnx 
.nanba sw’sxruix n ui’bsi pxn axn .nsp'isB n 
nsn pa m3Ku> n us’uum px ua’iixn pxn «r 
sisasisinsn’x jsnsi jsi”T .mna-'ixmy’ 
juVxnsi pxn ,ju”s 'jx px mu'np jib nsu”“iBunxB 
bsuxib jix ai'its ,u”n,,iB ps j^xstx ’i “pin 
j’x nsisiu jainn jsm ”t .jinnirixa s^x nsunx 
jsst jix UBs-i-jtruisa jix s’uxipxasn ixb iaxp 
pa junsn stzr>ua’ixain n j'myisunx qaxp djh nxs 
JU3X1 JBX m'jty JP’TISUH’ x p’uisnxB ,p^xs pzm” 
j»’T’ jib juBsn b'pxix’sxi ’i p’tisasj ubx j’x mia 
iix'sixB-u'jsn tun p’iiV”O .p^kb nsruasbxB px

Nov/Dec 1987

pa uxuu?U3’in n .ua’V jib uxuu? h nxa :»nma 
.uixnaap^B 

j”i px uixisi axn — onns px a’nan" 
isnnx — ojnixbo o”n i"7 uixn-ainisasist 
suatmxnu ’i jib osr’x px uissisn unsn asuixp 
x is “pr ju”u as .yuawrubim nin ps juisaxa 
px u”n”iB jib u^sn ’i jbsV px unu jib ubx1?© 
jix artfXB jib asa’inp »®’J’S ’T jix iiuVip 
px xi ,(V’3XBU) nixb jp’najn”a® px .s’nxanxa 
J’lE? I’T UXn ,V’TX J1D JUS3VJ St>”11 ’1 J’X ’ll .SBXT’X 
uxn sxn ,-is”3-nan'?a nsisosj’B nsi pinssjix 

,ms vsixi ’i jsavnsanx 
pw®x3 ps uixn sp’ axVa bxi umm uxn ns 
isniix ]S3”i nsur px ussi" : jxVxn jsaxn jpxi 
am jD’nnst jVini n’a ssbvn u’a ,i”svi sp’5’’x 
iss’nin rx bi> .u”nwunza nin ixb usiixib 
n ,d’ixb sabsi n jnzp “pr j^uti? Ta axn ,-js'?tuxi 
jsaxi Dsnisus’xpx-iu axn aionp inizusi’B sa^m 
,"BISTS" JIX "BSUU1T SIS”! U’B DT’SXl ,D1’U?XB 
D1D’’3’X .BV11TO mm U’B Ub»n ’1 JSX17X3 DXT 
j1?’!! ”i nnbim px ,psi n jnsuwizs tb jVsn 

"U”n®uisa nssixi nn jsasirnx 
pxn as phsn px ds’bsb n jib ns1? isn px 
nsivn” ist jib is”uunxs suasa n jsansi 'n’uix 
u’a si’uisnx jBi6®sn”x ,“isms'? 25 jib mubip 
nsi uVrBissisx “|’T uxn ,pxp s’i’B tu’b nsn 
sss’i” n u’a ubsn “isn jib nspbsB n ix pnuaixiixa 
osn jisp ^axp j’x jp’i”x -jn jbixi jusu’ii’upsbxp 
jp’T’unxs axn .nrisxB“’sxi ps aixnx jp’mapxmx 
jsnsi rx rnuVip nsts’i” isn jib jsisus-upbxB n 
□snsr’x jx jib max® nsn u’a jmiasi p’mba 
jnxiisi ui’axbpxiB rx uxn ,“isti® osn jisp uixns 
axn .usuisuB’in sismWx jix sun®u’’t n px 
ju’asi n qx s’sxuis’ix .sp’ua’i x uisixbsj uxn 
.Mi’snsi px ’’-isbxa ,p’na nsuxsu .tuxisu’’? ps 
sism’unxB pin u^pmsianx jisn axn 
px bisujss spnsnsi n px asp’uansupxnxa 
isn u’a jmiasi jsnsi rx usu’bxiups'?surx sabsn

■ U”S 

jix ns’ia psBSts n jib mbaxinxB n 
osn j’x mu'npmpbxB nsts’T’ isn ps “isu”nBisnxB 
ubixisi uxn ju”s sbx ps uisaxa juais’ixnu 
so”1?! n jisn j^kstx suunsunb n u’a jr’snsD’x 
uxn jix p’rtnxn px usiixib juiuisa sbx ixb juasn 

:T“i jam jwnxisuxp x uaxasi
IS J1?’!! J”T J’X U1SS1XB1XB T’X pbXB SUl’T’ UXT' 
jaxansusaix s®’T’ n .p^xs su?n” axn .psb
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.01KTX1BK’3 JIO8TI3”7 01TI3B J1K .3Xp3xn xio’3x5o’n
JDK J»J”T -|KTI K 0’0 3X’3D .3»plxn XIO”Urt>U’n 
j3ktixi o^koxiik O3K3 j’K xikikt’d 3x3 jid ^kdikd 
“J’lK T’K DX .JX131TK1? X1X’OD30KDK3B J3K ”3p3KD K 

.DIXObKOXD XI0’3” ”3 K J3K11X1 ODXW3KD
■J’K DKD ’X .O1X3DX1 1’0 J3K3 JX”X’J>KB H JXII"
■J’K 3K3 ,X3”pT ’3 OX13KD3X3 3KH -J’K DK11 71033
,xpto’3” j”K JX3X13K3 okoudk 5>”n ,"K’" oiktxi 
K p’33D”3D’1K ,3X0 “]KD K JO3’33KD OlKpXl “J’K o’lKII 
J’K J3’31OX1 OK3 ’1TK - ,"X1K1K3’D 3X3 J’K X30KD 
3XT J3D I’^IO’D 3X3 3X00X1110 3X3 IX 11’33 J”T 
.3 "O3K3D 3X’?KJK’XK3" ”U3KD 3XU3X3-K3UblK

.OJXp’1?
’3 OX13K33X3 JKp J’K 3X 0K3 p’31X 3K’ ”33 0’0
0K3 3X .1X010-3X0X0 'j'jXTIX 0’0 *J3XD ,K Xp’3K’’75 
T’K ’T OKU .3KD3X3 .OIKTXI 0K3 3X ’11 ,0X33X33X3 ’I 
’3" :’’X’I7KB 3X3 O3XVp3X3 0K3 DJXp’V .Xpt0’3” K 
TK >11 -J’K J1K ,XDK3 3XD”11 3X3 JID D’lKD JX3”T J3”

,"JX”3’K X3”D JDX3D10O3K jVKT JOKO X3”D 
’3 0X3 D”33X33’K D’K K5 3J131T3XO31K 3X3 D”3 
,31OK3XO’I7 XtX’OD’XKJKXJ JX31DX1 ’’X’J’KB 
03X33X0 DX3 JIO’TIX .JOD’IOKD JID DX’DK31K0KD 
3X3 ,JXB X1? .0310T J1K 3XOJ>’3 JXTIX1 JXV’T J3’D1p 

."O3K3D jbKIK’XKI" DX31D 3XX’T3KD
XO3X3-K3O,71K ’3 J3’T’11’0pK -]”3p3K3D "XD’II IK
JKp ,XDX3B" Xpi’b ’3 D3”310 ,O’’p’OXO 3X”T DXD’ip 
J”P J”T 010’1 ,JKp J’K JXDipX33KD T’K OX OKU ,DK3 0’3 
’3 JID ODIp XDJ>X11 ,3KDX3 3X3 J3X11 3313X3KTI

.JD’TXO X10’00’DK3
• DX3”K JK oJ’K 00’3X1 JDK J”T q3K3 JXD X1? D’.IOT 
JOX3OD’13K JD3K3 X0j>X11 ,JK’J> JID JOKpKIipK "JO K 
X’03K3 DIKbp 3Xp3X3 JIO’OO’tOKD J3X3’K DXXK3D JDK 
JX01pK3 J3K3 .XlXO’J’Xl ’3 JID JXDK1 J’K 
TK ,DX3 JID JX3313Xp”bDK J1K JX331K33 XIO’OD’XKIKXJ

,3’XKIXI J1K J3X0Kp’TKl 03’0D’TpX JDX3 DX

— "rp^x" pa un^aimx’’ n^xn
T3X3-IXB -liu’rip -IW’TX

* * *

OXXT 3Dn^D"0^X11 3X0”nx 3X3 -|K3 3X’ 40 3XDX3 
J’K JX331D’OI» X®’0’DXD’03K JTKbDXX IX 3XD JXD 
K J’K DX3D D3K3D 31O3X3K ’3 DK Op3XD — ,l”3p3K3D 
J1K DT’O’DXD’OIK JID DpiT) 0X3 0X03’11X1 ,3K01XDXp 
DX3’K JOXDX^X XtS’OD’XKlKXI pD X’XKT’TI’DpK 3X3 
.DXIKIKI’D JID 03X11 ’3 >JX DXp’ODKTID ,33Kb 
DX33K JDK jVkDD’IK Xp’33p’3’’bKD 0’0 IxVoxbDllbD 
,JX”X’b ’3 J’K O”3DU73KD J3X11 OKU ,J3” ’3 JID 
ODIp f'lX DK3 — OX’XpK XIX’D’OXD’OIK X3X331TKD 
J’K JXD ,0”X 3X3 J’K ‘J”3p3K3D Jp’OX’K DX3’K 3KD 
3XDX333KD Jtt?’0D’XK3 J3X3’K 0XXJI3D 3X3 0”l JK’1!

.31O3X1K ’3 0’0 Db’’O — ,X’D3K3 OIK^p 
J’K JK OX’K jb”X .31O3X1K 3X3 JID JDX13K ’3 O’!1! 
,3X31’0 DX31D 3X3X3KD 031’10 ”11X 3X3X3 -]”3p3K3D 
X3X3”I»3KD J3D 33KO1XK3 J’K J”3J< JX”1 XD^XTI 
11’OpK J3’33K1KDK3D ”1 ,JX1313’D131 X1X’DD’XK3KX1 
.DT’O’OXD’OIK JTK'lDXX ,JX”3’K X3X'1O3”D3®O3XO 
11X3X .DT’tXKD DX31D D35X333KD ’3 Jp’D3X3K3 pi13D 
3X3’K DXXK3D 3X3 JD’IHXHK q’T OKH'D ’11 ,DX3 
JID J1K tXT’3K9 JID JX’^’b "JUD K J’K JX3”T ,X’D3XD 
J”3KD-3X3Xb DX31D j'lKpx'l ’3 J’K ,0X010 X3X33K 
XD'lXTI J’K .■JX'lDX'lDllVD XD’3K3K J3K11X1 0”3Dtt>3KD 
JO3’33KD JID JOpKD ’3 J3K11X1 03p”bXlDK JX3”T DX 
1K0 JDbXT 0X3 J’K .JIXlKVxiKp XtO’3XbD’3 ’3 J’K J3” 
bK3311OT DX31D 3X013 3XOI03X 3X3 JX5303X3 T’K 
JDbXII J’K "XOD’tOXl 3XOp1pX13X3’K 3X3 JID J^KIK" 
DX31D D1DK 3X3 O3X,7O3DX3KD D3X33K Jtt”TIX T’K'D 
0’3 OKH 3X3’1X11 ,JKD’3KD 3X3K3 J0D-111l<D'p’3X’13D 
’3 JID J0DX0K3B XO’0310® JD13X1D’13K p’31X 13K1? 
13K33XOKT1X J’K 1”3p3K3D JID J0DX3p XtO’OK3pKDX3 
’3 BK 03P”1? 3X 111 ,p3X11 "X3x'?ODKt03D’H" X3”T 0’0 
’3 ,J3XlKl7X3Kp XI0’0D’XK3 ’3 JIB fSXOD’ipX

3XOXBIO OKH OKU ,X’XKT’3K13K ’3 — DX311Kp 
3Xp’DKB K J’K "33K33KD 310bip 3X10’3’”' JD”3X1 
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JO'22 J1K JO'17 JtO’IIX P’31X 3^’ 50 O’D 
“OVxil 3XDI03X 3X3 JXD1pX13KD T’K 1937 3X3OXODXD

Jewish Affairs



1X1 KD p’T Tt>b>Kn Djt’iu 3 XBKlp pK JKb’P'Dpl'jp 
,("1311xiik" s’XgriKnx ixi ps x’16 ix^kixixi 
,DX1”K KTK .1XUDKDKKD ’11 JXOipXJlK JX1”T Xp’l”K 
0’0 DIKB’llK 1X’6d K J’K JKDX11K JX11X1 T’K IXD^XTi 
JVTVJl p’K 3K1 ,00113 151 PK JD”R-f”ipipiK1 K 
O'lXOtX IX TK ,01Km UK1 IX .JKpKBD U1KBK1X DXl’K 
IXlKp’IXOK XD’’11 JIB X16 X®’OD’110Kp’UlK" ’1 1KB 
jxoipxi vk ikb xwotikoik iki ro k .ixtiixi pK 
o»i ikb jxbw ”t ik .pnnx'jpixi .iiKbnx ps 
XtP’UD’XKlKXl K p’1K) "01K19 jbKIK’XKl" 
jdxixii”K p’T uki pjjnj n p’liXD’K .(x’xkt’ikuk

.JUD’XKl IXIKlKp 50 pSHX JK

IHNJKi? pX
“K1K11KD JBK UDK1 p’K J’K JX3”T niKDXXKO 100 
22 JIK J1K11X1 JB1K11X101K 'iKXIDlKD J’K DX'llDXB 
UlXpXllXB’K UDK1 IXB'iXT 1X1 J’K JXD OKI DXIl’XKO

6K’KTJKD J’K DX'j’IDXD DX11B ^’’O J®’1” J’K 
XIX’1” JIB DXT’DXl ph TK ,OI7”OX3D’O P’1K T’K'D 
DX11D J3”X JU’D J1RTIX1 UTOIXK3 JX1”T DXOl’B 
IXp’TKI 1X1 ."pX3X11p JIB U3K1B"D111”1BK3" 
piu> T’K .X’XKT’lKllK XW’U’OXD’OIK JK "U1K1B" 
OX’SpK XIX’U’OXD’UIK 'iKX K pK OIX’DIKB JX11X1 
UKUIXIKD 1X1 J’K ,p601XXKp pK XIKIKI’D ’1 .IX’IB 
JX”lpipiK1 D’O J1KT1X1 Ol’OUlKD T’K 6KX1U1K0 JIB 
"1 JI” ’1 U’lU K" I’D 1ST pK UD’TXDIK JK D’O pK 
0X11B 1X1’9 IXp’IK’p’XIXB 1X1 ,11K^> ’1X0 

1X1 JIB X31’P" IXIXDIIXI’TK 1X1 pB 1”11X IXIKlKp 
J’K JX1XBX uxn IX IK JlbKOXl OKI ,"X’XK3 IXtf’lK 
IXDX'llXTlXB P’T pK 1X1K1? K pi’IIKIB'KUIXD'jK 1X1 
1X1 .’IKlbgp JIB V”0 120 p’T Ol’BXl OKU .X01XB 
PK1 UX11 PK 1987 UD21K1 JIK 0”U p’T piKI1X116 
JXlllD’K JXOIplKB J^Xll KI .JIX01X0 20 IKS pKIKB K 

.X’BKDKI?’B""DXDTp" 1X1 J’K 1XOX6”U1K ’1 JIB 
pKI ’BKlbKp J’K 1X1’9 XTX’16xi X3Xl7DD’ip 
011)6 pxp pDKp K p”1B’1K j'PXll ”T IK .DIxVpiXT 
J’K X’XKIXIXB IXtP’l” 1X1 JIB 03X1’1X19 1X1 .1X1)6 
.U3KIX3 UK1 llXobKI D’lWTT (KDlXB'jK) JKU3KD1X 
’1 jbxUWlXBK JX’OKB U’l ■)’! 0X11 Xb’ilXp XtX’1” ’1 IK 
OKI ,p”11K31X3K qiKI KOIXB'jK .1X1)6 DX319 131’13 
0’3 ]X3”I" pPUlXB Xp’IKT ’1 IK ,0piX»X19K ’I 
ixbgixixi 1X1 pa 1X”UtyiK9 K .'’X3XU1O3inXl 
01KTX11X OKI p6’D l’IV’11 1103XlK‘]0gpKpil1K 
’X pbXUOIXUDXB ’’IXp ,131UHKBD’1K ]K p’BBTII 
]’K ]X1313’K XU)’1XU6’O p’I’3KllK q’T 03’6p 13K1?

■ixigb P’T 
,00’XKlKXl DX31B IXlX'lB ’1 D11K p’DipO’T x"?K 
...BK U’l b”inxi D’K U'lXUU! XIKlKp fK 1X3”p 1K1
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1?’I7NP,’N pX
PK tpKT K fK JXB OKI p’HX IK’ 20 1X3X1 0’0 
1X1 pB 0X11113 ’1 OpXIOlK (X6KO’K) K’OOK 
■piK 01KT OKI XD •O'lXn 1X1 pK IXOOOVX

• OXXKD JpKO IX PK pi’IK ]K pK Xlip’B K JX11BX1 
]X1”T 0X1K1613 IK ,001111X1 "]’T ]X0 OKI OX’K 
JX1”T OX. Op’IXtXXX ”T pK 0X11113 ’1 OK ^K ^KOXllK 
JIB 01X11 XlXD’bDlKB ’1 JIB ^”0 K J1K11X1 01X01XXX 
jxnxi jxi”T ox xo'ixn pg ,dxii6kp jik xikiki’d ixi 
K ,1X1DX JK .nxblb K — j'lKDD’D XU»’1” OX’ipXlO’IK 

.oxi’lixn XBX'lOX JIK IXB’W 
JK JK Ul’OpKB JX3”T 0X’1ip6xi XlV’lK'lKXBlK ’1 
IX 013X11X1 P’T OKI 0’11 J’K Xb’IXp ’1 JX11 .OO’TBIK 
’1 J3X11X3’K 1’K ^KT XD ,1311’1X1 1X1X’3X6KO’K 1X1 
,0’11 J’K DXDDKpKOKp XIP’I” ’1 IXD’K OB’TD’IK 
TK JX» OKI ,1K’ 011’10 2 1X5X1 O^K JX3”T XS’lXll 
Nov/Dec 1987

T3N'7tVW,,T,l')y-|yT>B px

OKI "O0K9 OX’lKTlIXtXTT U10”X Xp’l'lKItP’ ’1 
K JIB "imi’BIXI" K 1X1”K J1X11 0b”0XlD’0 
OKI ixo'ixn ,01Kp’13KB JW’U>O”T11X1’”a 
lXp’01Kll”K JK JIB X’OIKS XUIPIX ’1 0T(6xiD’11K 
01X11 V’DIX 1X1 IX X’XKOKIK" 1X1 J’K 6’9U>-1V’U 
”0 .IXIl’p 1K9 ”0 OIBXIXIO’IK T’K ’T TK .JT’IIXUK 
K — b’BtP X0X1XK9 piKl K T’K'D .XlXDpKHIXI 1KD 
’1 .DXpiX’D JIK 1'1XD6’BU> K.JIXD’X 0’0 p’Bip 
I^XB JDK OKU ,0X1 J’K D’’UU»K3 "0”p’01Kll’’K" 
’1 pK JIK JlXlK,?-X’XK101XXlKp...o'7K0X13K JX1’’T 
Op’lX OX 1X11 ,1X1X’ D’lK ob’BU) OX .JI” — DXptX’B

...DXptX’D 1X0 OKU JlXlK’lXlKp ’1 J’K BK 
K D”1 p6siBX1 IXU’OKIXIXD 1X1X’1XO”1 1X1 J’K

..63Xb”DTX JP’TKI 0X1 0’0 'lUKI IXODKIBXV

17’3XB^ px
1X1 J’K OpxVDOlK OKI ”X6K9 XIV’lKDtX ’1 
K 0”1D1K J1KD 011’0 JXX XIKIKI’D IXlK'lXDIKO 
XOOIIIKDOIK 01’6xnX011K JDK1 OX XB'lXn .X30K3 
10 0’0 JIK’lXllK JX11X1 T’K X3OK3 ’1 .1X3X131KB 

6k6ko1?kio’1’1d dkiii6’p

’’p-UHa px
J3K1 ,U17”0X10’0 JX11X1 IX’ID J’llX T’K'D ’11 
X’XpK XP’o6d K 01’9X13111 JOD’IXKBKXl XUl’piXO 
0’1 XO ."OkVkIX X11X1" XIKIKI’D IX'llDOKOD 1X1 J’K 
JO’1XU”1K J’lK P’T JO KI 001’1 1X1 DK1XX3 TK ,IXD’K 
,”1XD’W K 01BXX1 .Jl’O ’1 OpKIlKD .JO’IIKD ”TIX 
P’T JIK X0X11K01X1 ’1 JU1XX11K .DX0K1K11 JB1KTIX1 
JXOipxiOIK JX1”T OX .DXOK1KU" 0’0 JD’IXIDIK J’6k
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nnny yu/n11
pN DT’U’»VO’DJX UH

yuirr'HNB n J’N 
xnxmx px jxVp-opi^pnp po nxn’biu’a 
uxuui) p”b"p”n buxu® oxn px pxn jd’oxd’djx 
U’D nXDXD JUrDD’XXJXXJ X OTDWOin (XDXT’X 
n qnx p’npjpxn u’a .uaxanxn un po pixo 
po mitixt n jp’U’nxn is pnjnxnxo .nxnjxnaxnx 

.juxuix xup’j’nxo n px "x’xxoipx nxuruonx’x 
-ubxn" d'jx pxnxi uid”xxd rx Dipjxaxnx nxn 
xwnx pn uipj’nxD ."jdd’xxjxxj n po oxnijxp 
Jp’IXD px JDXW IX UnxnXDXl uxn XDVxn "DITXXJ 
un 1XUJ1X XD”TI nXD "D’’n X^XJX’XXJ" X ]X’X1 

.pbaXlXa pD UDXttnxn 
n px paipxinxD rx "nxDixaxnx-u'ixn" un 
oxixixnxj x .nx^DXD nnxixun pVip Dims nxun 
XDTpnxn po txxna u”utx nxDbxn .nx’jxunj’x-xmx 
>nu”x nxn ixd vnnxuj’x jx px ."oiuonp onx’" 
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